
Instantly visualize how current events – such as hurricanes, earthquakes, labor strikes, armed conflicts, or piracy incidents – impact business operations.

Incite Supply Chain Platform
The manufacturing of composite products – such as consumer electronics, passenger 
vehicles, and processed foods – depends on smooth functioning supply chains that deliver 
the right components at the right time. But as the pandemic has so dramatically 
demonstrated, external factors can disrupt a product’s supply chain, presenting a 
considerable challenge in predicting changes and protecting operations.

The Incite Supply Chain Intelligence Platform enables manufacturers to visualize their entire 
supply chain, mapping it against potential disruptive external events. This tool allows 
companies to be forewarned about issues before they affect manufacturing plants and 
prepare for events that might impact supply, such as significant weather events, labor 
strikes, armed conflicts, or piracy. By better understanding disruptions to suppliers and 
logistics, manufacturers can adjust plant capacity, ramp up new suppliers, offset production 
losses, and implement contingency plans to safeguard their business. 

Anticipate impacts
Harness the predictive power of Incite’s Supply 
Chain Intelligence platform to evaluate potential 
disruptions in real time. Using advanced analytics, 
ensure continuous operation of manufacturing 
processes.

Prevent interuptions  
With visibility into global events mapped against 
supply chain dynamics, mitigate risks and 
safeguard operations. Recognize threat patterns 
early to adapt strategies and maintain an 
uninterrupted production flow.



Events are weighted by severity and proximity to plants and routes between facilities to swiftly prioritize reactions to external disruptions.

About Incite
Incite is transforming the analytics space by solving complex business problems that are fundamental to 

success in a digitally dominated landscape. The company’s unique and people-focused approach allows them  

to partner with clients to frame, solve, and execute on a wide range of challenges to create long-term value. 

Fortune 500 companies across multiple industry sectors have relied on Incite’s carefully curated senior team of 

practitioners to help them in a variety of mission-critical applications including increased manufacturing uptime, 

autonomous-vehicle deployment, improved physician performance, and exceptional customer experiences. 

Founded in 2010, Incite is headquartered in Detroit. 
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Examine diverse scenarios and their potential impacts to reinforce supply chains against the unpredictable.

Understand exposure
Gain detailed insights into supply chain 
vulnerabilities using comprehensive visualization 
tools. Assess risk exposure against global events 
and adapt procurement strategies for increased 
resilience.

Bridge information gaps
Get a full overview of supply networks with 
in-house data, supplier information, and AI-driven 
insights. This provides the intelligence to make 
informed decisions across supply chains, including 
secondary and tertiary suppliers
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